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Millions without power; stores and banks shut down; vital ser-
vices running on emergency generators, if at all; lines of hapless 
people awaiting food and water. The experience that the state 
of Texas underwent during February 2021 is only a preview of 
what we would all face should the United States’ ever-vulnera-
ble energy grid be subject to a major cyberattack.

For years, experts have been warning us of the national power 
grid’s vulnerability to attacks by such malicious actors as Rus-
sia, China, and Iran. A major task force within the US Depart-
ment of Energy—the North American Energy Resiliency Model 
(NAERM)—has been tasked with determining how best to pro-
tect our energy grid from damage caused by not only natural 
disasters but also terrorism and cyber assaults. NAERM’s pur-

view, however, encompasses only existing, conventional cyber 
threats and does not extend to quantum computer attacks, 
whose effects would be far more protracted and far worse than 
those of a conventional cyberattack. Indeed, the “smarter” a 
grid is, that is, the greater the extent to which it relies on com-
puter supervision and control, the more vulnerable it would be 
to such an attack.1

The shutdown resulting from an attack by a future quantum 
computer, with its unprecedented power to easily decrypt ex-
isting encryption systems, could be the most catastrophic di-

CHAPTER 1. THE ECONOMIC DAMAGE 
OF A QUANTUM ATTACK ON AMERICA’S 
ELECTRICAL GRID

Photo Caption: Aerial view of an illuminated cityscape along a river at 

night. (Andy Widmer/Getty Images)
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saster our country has ever experienced. Using data supplied 
by global econometrics firm Oxford Economics, researchers at 
Hudson Institute’s Quantum Alliance Initiative are conducting a 
quantitative study designed to model the impact of a hypotheti-
cal future quantum cyberattack on the US power grid, and pre-
liminary results indicate that protection of our power networks 
needs to be an urgent national priority. 

The study’s preliminary results offer important clues as to the 
areas on which policymakers should focus, not only to secure 
our power and energy grid from a large-scale quantum comput-
er attack but also, in the event this were to be unsuccessful, to 
mitigate such an attack’s impact on our infrastructure, both in 
terms of economic and national security.

As Hudson Institute founder Herman Kahn wrote in his 1962 
book Thinking About the Unthinkable, “Even the most utopian 
of today’s visionaries will have to concede that the mere exis-
tence of modern technology involves a risk to civilization that 
would have been unthinkable twenty-five years ago.”2 Today, 
we must once again consider the unthinkable, not the nuclear 
apocalypse that haunted Kahn and his generation in the 1950s 
and 1960s but a quantum apocalypse that, if not as physically 
and permanently destructive as a nuclear attack, could cause 
catastrophic harm to our economy and society unless proper 
steps are taken now to mitigate such an attack’s attendant risk. 

Estimating the Cost of a Quantum Blackout
Despite repeated warnings and hundreds of millions of dollars 
spent on cybersecurity, America’s electrical utilities sector re-
mains dangerously vulnerable to traditional cyberattacks. Ac-
cording to a recent report from IBM’s cybersecurity division, 
the energy sector remains one of the top ten most targeted in-
dustries for cyberattacks, comprising 6 percent of publicly dis-
closed cyber incidents occurring globally since 2018.3 Although 
other industries are more frequently attacked, the unique inter-
connectivity of the electrical utilities sector—both operationally 
and as critical US infrastructure—makes the potential impact 

of a cyberattack on the American electrical grid daunting. Be-
tween the increasing reliance on interoperable information tech-
nology (IT) and operational technology (OT) within electrical grid 
networks and the emergence of electrically powered, “smart” 
internet-of-things (IoT) devices, a threat to the American grid 
represents a threat not only to the American economy but also 
to American society as a whole.4

Moreover, the connectivity between IT and OT—which form 
the bridge between personal computers and the internet as a 
whole and the industrial control systems that physically man-
age the electrical grid—leaves the energy sector increasingly 
vulnerable to destructive malware and, consequentially, cy-
ber-kinetic attacks. This form of cyber incident typically caus-
es business disruptions that can last for weeks, affecting tens 
of thousands of connected devices and costing hundreds of 
millions of dollars in financial losses. Growing in number, the 
perpetrators of such attacks—from Stuxnet in 2010 to the au-
tomated Crash Override attacks of 2016-17—are well financed 
and often linked to other nation states, precisely the type of 
actors who will most likely have future access to large-scale 
quantum computers.5

Quantum computing, an area of computer science, has made 
enormous strides over the past decade. Thanks to the unique 
properties inherent in storing and interpreting data at the 
subatomic level using “qubits” instead of the digital bits that 
conventional computers use, quantum computers are able to 
process data many times faster than their conventional coun-
terparts. 

In October 2019, Google claimed to have achieved “quantum 
supremacy” when its quantum computer solved a complex 
problem that would have taken the most advanced convention-
al supercomputer almost 10,000 years to do.6 Since then, the 
Chinese have made similar claims.7 The primary danger that 
processing power of this magnitude constitutes lies in its abili-
ty, through integer factorization, to decrypt most of the world’s 
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public encryption systems, including those currently used to 
guard key components of the national power grid, in particular, 
the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) comput-
ers currently overseeing it. 

The structural design of a standard SCADA industrial control 
system relies on remote terminal units (RTUs) and programma-
ble logic controllers (PLCs). These microprocessors communi-
cate and interact with such field devices as valves, pumps, and 

Figure 1: General structural map of the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system components for 
the US power grid

Data source: Data source: Revere Control Systems, “SCADA Basics: What Are SCADA and Telemetry?,” Revere Control Systems, July 24, 2019. https://www.reverecontrol.com/2019/07/24/
scada-basics-what-are-scada-and-telemetry/.
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human machine interface (HMI) software applications, which 
notify an operator or user of the current state of an ongoing 
process. That communication data is routed from the proces-
sors to SCADA computers, where the software displays and 
interprets the data, allowing operators to analyze and react to 
system events in real time.8

The looming threat that quantum computing poses is its capa-
bility to allow an attacker access to major grid nerve centers by 
seeming a bona-fide operator. This attacker is then free to co-
vertly spread malware throughout or otherwise tamper with the 
energy network with incredible speed and continue to severely 
hinder response and recovery for weeks or even months. 

In this scenario, the notion of “resilience” applied to the nation’s 
power grid would become obsolete. Instead of triggering a 
complete shutdown, a quantum intrusion would most likely lead 
to sudden and inexplicable power losses and power surges that 
would melt transformers and render entire power plants inoper-
able. In short, the damage would be similar to that caused by an 
electromagnetic pulse (EMP), a form of attack that terrorism ex-
perts have feared for years—but stealthier, more unpredictable, 
and more protracted.9 We have concluded, therefore, that the 
US power grid not only is currently exposed to such threats but 
is notably sensitive to a future quantum threat. Moreover, due 
to the unique interconnectivity of IT and OT and our economy’s 
inherent reliance on electricity, this energy network presents a 
prime target for a quantum attack. 

The impact of a cascading quantum attack on power genera-
tion, transmission, and/or distribution sites and facilities could be 
catastrophic for the US and the global economy, making Amer-
ica’s electrical grid an incredibly valuable and, as of now, an in-
credibly vulnerable target for a quantum-powered cyberattack. 
Disturbingly, the question facing our nation is not “if” an attack 
on the US power grid will occur, but “when,” especially given that 
adversarial nation states like Russia, China, and Iran are increas-
ingly targeting it, having done so as recently as January 2020. 

The Economic Impact of Power Disruptions
Inherently exposed, widely interconnected, and undoubtedly 
vital to the functioning of American society, the nation’s power 
grid is an integral input to our economy. Simply put, without 
reliable delivery of electricity, things will grind to a halt, and lives 
and livelihoods will be stalled or, even worse, lost entirely. One 
need look no further than the infamous Texas Freeze of 2021 for 
an example of the grid’s critical importance to the nation’s daily 
functioning and its citizens’ lives.

The costs of power-grid disruptions are large. As document-
ed in a 2013 report by the Council of Economic Advisers and 
the US Department of Energy, weather-related power outages 
alone cost the US economy more than $335 billion in the 2003-
2012 time period.10 However, the socioeconomic costs of pow-
er disruptions exceed the financial costs to utility companies, 
affecting every sector of the economy, from manufacturing to 
healthcare. This vulnerability is not only measured in economic 
losses—often numbering thousands of dollars per minute—but 
in loss of life as well.11

A wide range of published literature has attempted to quantify 
the scale of the risk associated with broad disruptions of power, 
from weather- to cyber-induced disruptions, often employing a 
variety of econometric methods. Despite the far-reaching im-
pacts of such disruptions to an economy, the contemporary 
methods used to calculate the economic costs of such outages 
remain rudimentary, constrained by vast theoretical assump-
tions and data limitations and so subject to inherent underesti-
mation. Consequently, a clear lack of consensus exists in quan-
tifying this risk. 

Nonetheless, previous studies have examined the costs of hy-
pothetical cyber-induced disruptions incorporating a variety 
of methodologies so as to account for the inherent limitations 
in the field. In 2015, Lloyd’s of London produced a study that 
sought to quantify the cost of a cyber-induced power blackout 
of the Northeast United States.12 This study relied on two dis-
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tinct methods to calculate both direct and indirect costs. For 
direct costs, Lloyd’s employed a production-function value of 
lost load (VoLL) methodology. Notably, the study utilized unof-
ficial, nongovernmental data drawn from European studies in 
the calculation for the US value-added per kilowatt. Although 
this allowed the authors to address data incompatibility, it also 
caused miscalculations in their estimates. For long-run costs, 
Lloyd’s utilized the Oxford Economics’ Global Economic Model 
(GEM)13 to quantify the indirect, demand-oriented effects of a 
power outage on the macroeconomy. In a scenario spanning 
the area from Washington DC to New York City, the model yield-
ed an estimated cost of roughly $1 trillion for a persistent power 
outage lasting four weeks after accounting for direct and indi-
rect costs.

Utilizing the same methodology as Lloyd’s, Kelly et al. (2016) 
examined the effects of a hypothetical cyber-induced power 
outage in the city of London.14 According to their analysis, a 
42-day blackout would cost the British economy a total of £442 
billion. Important to note is that both studies utilized a much 
older version of the Oxford GEM and, more importantly, were 
limited in scale and severity to a classical cyberattack.

More recently, a blog post by economists at the Federal Re-
serve Bank of Dallas estimated the costs of the 2021 Texas 
Freeze.15 Like those of Lloyd’s and Kelly et al. (2016), this study 
utilized a production-function VoLL to calculate the direct costs 
of the historical power outage. It employed official US data for 
the VoLL, however, and so was able to more accurately account 
for lost or undelivered electricity due to Texas’s independent in-
terconnection system. According to the economists’ estimates, 
the weather-induced power outage cost $4.3 billion over the 
week-long freeze, but their study accounted for only a snapshot 
of the total costs incurred from the event, focusing only on the 

direct costs derived from the VoLL estimates and not including 
its indirect costs and long-term costs.

In examining the literature, it is important to note the disparity 
among estimates and, consequently, the inaccuracy inherent in 
power-outage cost estimates. From data limitations to underly-
ing economic modeling assumptions and shortcomings, many 
factors make this field of measurement extremely difficult. Even 
the most widely used method of quantifying power disruptions, 
the VoLL, is far from perfect.

In essence, the VoLL is the marginal price a power recipient 
would be willing to pay to restore delivery of electricity. Generally 
measured in terms of dollars per unit of power (amperage), the 
VoLL’s limitations in scope are due primarily to limitations related 
to the data used to compute it. For example, most of the mod-
el’s calculations are derived using gross domestic product (GDP) 
data, which measures economic production and which the mod-
el treats as a product of electrical power usage. Consequently, 
the production-function VoLL faces the same limitations as cal-
culations of GDP. Under these conditions, the private household 
sector, for example, is assumed not to utilize electricity to gener-
ate economic output but rather for leisure and rest only. This as-
sumption of nonproductive power usage for the residential sector 
has proven increasingly false in the face of work-from-home envi-
ronments during COVID-19 and, moreover, leads to vast under-
estimation of the marginal costs of foregone electricity.16

In all applications, the VoLL is far from perfect, and, indeed, 
nothing can accurately account for the human loss and physical 
harm that occur during power disruptions. However, the VoLL 
is the most accurate measure economists can produce given 
the limitations and multitude of other factors that come into play 
during a power outage.
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Aside from a quantum intrusion, the American power grid is 
increasingly exposed to traditional cyber threats by adversaries. 
Such an adversary also having access to a quantum computer 
or even a quantum-classical hybrid system could secretly gain 
access to the IT systems controlling the grid’s various pow-
er-generation, transmission, and delivery control systems. The 
hypothetical scenario described below assumed that an adver-
sary with this capability has gained access to the US power grid, 
which, importantly, has been left exposed to such an attack 
through the failure to adopt quantum-safe security measures.17

In this scenario, the quantum intruder is assumed to have intro-
duced cyber-kinetic malware into the IT system of nine individu-
al high-voltage transformers (HVTs) housed within high-voltage 
substations across the three principal interconnections within 

the contiguous forty-eight states. These HVTs are assumed to 
have simultaneously been taken offline from suffering intermedi-
ate physical damage, resulting in cascading power-distribution 
failures across the contiguous US.18

In order to model a maximally destructive disruption event, the 
scenario is assumed to have unfolded at the hour of peak de-
mand during the month of July 2025, when average electrical 
usage is at its annual peak nationwide. The resulting power 
distribution failure is assumed to have caused a total blackout 
for the contiguous forty-eight states, excluding off-grid backup 
generation and battery power storage. Due to the nature of the 

Photo Caption: Conceptual depiction of a quantum computer central 

processing unit. (Olemedia/Getty Images)

CHAPTER 2. THE QUANTUM  
ATTACK SCENARIO
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attack and the sensitivity of HVTs, the coast-to-coast blackout 
is assumed to last seventeen days before significant restoration 
of the infrastructure brings parts of the grid back online. 

Although seemingly extreme, this scenario is consistent with the 
magnitude of the quantum threat and with historical outages, 
particularly those caused by the cyber-kinetic attacks studied in 
our research. That the costs incurred from such an attack would 
be severe is an understatement. In the following sections, we 
outline the methodology utilized to model such a scenario and 
then present the results of our analysis.

Research Methodology
In order to account for both the direct and indirect costs of 
the scenario outlined above, we utilized a variety of methods 
to quantify the direct and indirect economic damage caused 

to the nation. In this context, the term direct costs refers to 
the economic impacts incurred by firms and economic agents 
during a power outage and includes lost sales revenue, de-
creased productivity, reduced consumption, stalled trade, and 
other obstructions in economic activity across sectors due to 
loss of reliable power.

We employed both an accounting methodology and a modi-
fied production-function VoLL to calculate two forms of direct 
costs: revenue-at-risk—direct costs of the outage to utility com-
panies in lost electricity sales within each electricity-consumer 
sector—and direct GDP-at-risk—lost economic activity across 
sectors resulting from the outage.19 Both direct-cost calcula-
tions were modified to account for the duration and scale of 
the outage through introduction of a recovery-profile function, 
shown graphically in Figure 2. As this function demonstrates, 

Figure 2. Rate of power restoration following a quantum cyberattack on the American power grid (48 contiguous states)

Data sources: R. B. Duffey, “Critical Infrastructure: The Probability and Duration of National and Regional Power Outages,” Reliability: Theory & Application 15, no. 2 (2020): 62-71; Authors’ calculations.
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following the seventeen-day disruption itself, roughly fifty-seven 
days pass before 90 percent of the region’s power is restored.20

Due to an industrial economy’s reliance on electricity, a pow-
er disruption entails indirect costs also, and such costs rep-
resent both upstream and downstream losses and interrup-
tions to the economy following the outage. For our analysis 
of indirect costs, we employed Oxford Economics’ Global 
Economic Model (GEM) to calculate the demand-driven ef-
fects of the power disruption in the months and years fol-
lowing the quantum attack.21 Accordingly, we implemented a 
total of thirteen shocks to the GEM to accurately capture the 
indirect effects of the catastrophic power outage to variables 
that included economic confidence, financial market volatility, 

international trade, consumption, investment, employment 
and labor productivity, potential output, capital and capital 
destruction, and, finally, electricity generation. The effects to 
the model resulting from these shocks were forecasted ten 
years forward, giving us our final cost metric: indirect GDP-
at-risk.22

Results
According to our analysis, the cost of a quantum-enabled cy-
berattack on the US power grid would be daunting. In terms 
of revenue-at-risk, utility companies would lose over $50 billion 
in revenue from lost electricity sales. This cost would be trivial, 
however, when compared to the direct GDP-at-risk estimated 
utilizing the modified production-function VoLL, which exceeded 

Figure 3. The direct impact of a quantum cyberattack on the American power grid by economic sector

Data sources: US Bureau of Economic Analysis;38 US Energy Information Administration;39 and authors’ calculations.
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$8.9 trillion in direct costs, i.e., those incurred directly from and 
during the power outage itself, to the American economy. These 
costs would not be shared evenly by sectors, however; over 75 
percent of them would be incurred by the commercial sector, 
20 percent by the industrial sector, and roughly half of a percent 
by the residential sector. Figure 3 on the previous page shows 
the distribution of directs costs throughout the economy, which 
amounted to a total of roughly $9 trillion in nominal damage.

Important to note is that the direct costs of the attack pre-
sented above are likely to be underestimations due to the the-
oretical economic assumptions employed and to limitations 

associated with the data that were available. For example, as 
detailed above, official government accounts assume that the 
residential sector, which accounts for over one-third of total 
electricity consumption in the United States, uses electricity 
strictly to meet noneconomic needs. Given this and other lim-
itations, the direct costs of such an attack could be reasonably 
assumed to be significantly higher than those estimated. In 
addition, there would also almost certainly be significant loss 
of human life.

Immediately following the attack, disruptions to supply chains 
and to business operations and the consequent chang-

Figure 4. The indirect economic impact of a quantum cyberattack on the American power grid

Note: A 17-day blackout of the contiguous 48 states would cost at least $3,839,213,760,000 in indirect impacts over 1.5 years. Data sources: Oxford Economics40 and authors’ calculations.
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es in consumer demand behavior would cause ripple effects 
throughout the American economy and hence the entire world. 
As modeled in the GEM, these upstream and downstream indi-
rect losses would cost the US economy over $3.8 trillion in real 
(inflation-adjusted) GDP (nominally over roughly $17 trillion) over 
the following six quarters. Figure 4 presents this indirect GDP-
at-risk graphically. As with direct costs, important to note is that 
these are likely to be underestimated.

In total, the economic cost of the hypothetical quantum cyber-
attack and the resulting seventeen-day total power blackout 
amount to over $12.8 trillion in damages to the American econ-
omy. The direct and indirect costs associated with the attack 
combined are equivalent to the loss of over 67 percent of 2019’s 
annual GDP. Figure 5 shows the scale of these costs, and Table 
1 provides a summary of our findings and data sources.

Figure 5. The cost of a quantum cyberattack on the American power grid as a share of the 2019 US GDP of 
$19,092 Billion

Data sources: Oxford Economics;41 US Bureau of Economic Analysis;42 US Energy Information Administration;43 and authors’ calculations.
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Table 1. Summary of findings

Data Sources: Oxford Economics;44 US Bureau of Economic Analysis;45 US Energy Information Administration;46 and authors’ calculations.

US CONTINENTAL COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL RESIDENTIAL TOTAL  
(CONTIGUOUS 48)

TOTAL  
(US)

Share of Electricity Consumption by Sector 35.39% 26.19% 38.42% 1%

Summer 2025 Peak-Hour Demand (MW) - Forecast 286K MW 2M MW 310K MW 808K MW

MWh-at-risk 161M MWh 119M MWh 175M MWh 455M MWh

2025: Q3 Avg. Price of Electricity ($/MWh) $113.79 $75.72 $148.40 N/A

2025: Q3 GDP (Mil. 2012 $) - Forecast $16M $3.8M N/A $19.9M

2025: Q3 Electricity Sales (GWh) - Forecast 369K GWh 247K GWh 441K GWh 1.1M GWh

2025: Q3 VOLL ($/MWh) $43.8K $15K $148.40 N/A

Revenue-at-Risk ($) $18.3B $9B $25.9B $53.3B

Direct GDP-at-Risk ($) $7T $1.8T $25.9B $8.9T

Direct Impact (Revenue-at-Risk & Direct GDP-at-Risk) $7T $1.8T $51.9B $8.96B

2019 GDP (BEA) $15.3T $3.6T N/A $18.8T $19T

2025 GDP (OE Forecast) $21.8T

Share of 2019 GDP by Sector 80.84% 19.16% N/A

Share of Direct Impact by Sector 78.94% 20.48% 0.58%

Direct Impact as Share of 2019 GDP by Sector 78.94% 20.48% 0.58%

Oxford Economics GEM Indirect GDP-at-Risk $3.8T

Total Impact $12.8T

Total Impact as Percentage of 2019 GDP 67.06%
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What are the steps necessary to avoid a scenario such as that 
described above and the devastating economic loss such an 
attack would entail? Several are proposed below.

Cryptographical Measures
First, we need to incentivize power companies to speed up 
protections for SCADA systems against conventional cyberat-
tacks on the grid as well as future quantum ones. To secure 
networks from hackers, such protections include deployment 
of post-quantum cryptography (PQC) i.e., encryption based on 
algorithms able to withstand quantum intrusion, and quantum 
cryptography, i.e., encryption using quantum random-number 
generation for its keys.

The first solution involves development and deployment of 
software algorithms that are specifically designed to protect 
against future quantum-computer assault but that will also 

protect against conventional cyberattacks. At the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), scientists and 
engineers are diligently preparing national standards for PQC, 
which are slated to be completed by 2024 and will then be 
ready for deployment to ensure protection of all public encryp-
tion. Since these will also provide protection against classical 
hackers, PQC algorithms are eagerly awaited; some compa-
nies, including Canada’s ISARA Corp., have already begun 
deploying them. 

The second quantum solution uses the same scientific phe-
nomenon that enables quantum computing—entanglement of 
sub-atomic particles—to generate hack-proof keys for commu-
nication between end-to-end users. 

CHAPTER 3. CONCLUSION

Photo Caption: Aerial view of residential buildings. (AedalPerspective 

Image/Getty Images)
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Some quantum-based cryptographic systems use quantum 
random number generators to produce quantum encryption 
keys. Another approach, employed by Qubitekk, Inc., produces 
entangled photons to generate identical symmetric keys at both 
ends of a communication link. In either case, any unauthorized 
intrusion into the communication immediately severs the link—
and knowledge that an attack is underway is instantly known to 
all parties involved in the communication. 

These quantum-based solutions are especially suited for use 
in the SCADA systems that control and monitor field devices 
from a central command center. Scientists at both Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) and Los Alamos National Labora-
tory (LANL) are developing quantum key distribution (QKD) ca-
pabilities to secure the energy sector, and a range of American 
and European companies have successfully deployed similar 
quantum key networks for their clients.23 

Also, it has been noted that OT systems such as SCADA sys-
tems have a different scale of security priorities than IT systems 
that rely on algorithm-based cybersecurity protocols. While IT 
systems need to protect access to data and have a higher tol-
erance for delays and latency in delivering that protection, as 
well as tolerating the occasional “glitch” which can be correct-
ed or patched, in OT systems, a quick response is critical with 
even minor “glitches” potentially leading to major shutdowns 
and loss of life.24 Hence relying on quantum-based solutions to 
SCADA and other power grid security issues may offer certain 
advantages that algorithm-based solutions do not. It is best to 
check with cybersecurity professionals knowledgeable of both 
approaches to decide which approach is best suited to a par-
ticular system or facility.

Taken together, various quantum solutions can secure sys-
tems now and in the future against quantum computer attacks. 
Therefore, spending billions on classical cyber protections that 
will be obsolete in three to four years as hackers inevitably find 
their way around these safeguards is a waste of money and 

counterproductive, whereas investments in quantum-based, 
hack-proof protections will last for decades.

Strategic Reserve of LPTs
Second, we need to develop a national strategic reserve of large 
power transformers (LPTs) that can be deployed in case of cy-
berattacks specifically targeting LPTs, the essential sinews of the 
North American power transmission grid. In 2017, based on tech-
nical analysis conducted by the ORNL, the US Department of En-
ergy issued a report calling for the establishment of such a reserve 
whose goal was “to mitigate potential threats to the US bulk pow-
er grid created by the vulnerability of large power transformers.”25

One such “vulnerability” is to a future quantum computer at-
tack. Given the potential damage associated with this par-
ticular threat and the current, ongoing threats to our existing 
transformers posed by natural disasters and other sources of 
danger, establishment of a federal transformer reserve is more 
imperative than ever.26 

Increased Cooperation with Canada
The third solution is closer cooperation with Canada in secur-
ing the North American electrical power grid so as to mitigate 
the risk of attacks—whether conventional ones today or quan-
tum-based attacks sometime in the future—and damage due to 
natural disasters, including climate change. 

The North American electrical power grid consists of multiple 
wide-area synchronous grids, including the Eastern Intercon-
nection and the Western Interconnection, which cross nation-
al boundaries. The North American Electric Reliability Corpo-
ration27 (NERC) oversees all aspects of these interconnected 
systems, whereas the US-Canada Power System Outage Task 
Force studies examples of significant power grid failures such 
as the 2003 Northeast blackout.28

In 2009, The Wall Street Journal reported that spies from Chi-
na and Russia had “penetrated the US electrical grid and left 
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behind software programs that could be used to disrupt the 
system.”29 The similarities to a future quantum computer at-
tack are unsettling—especially since, as we have noted, these 
intrusions would be theoretically undetectable. Therefore, it is 
imperative that the NERC and its federal counterpart, the Fed-
eral Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), be fully briefed on 
the potential risks of a quantum computer attack so that these 
organizations can consider the measures needed to mitigate 
that risk through cooperation between US and Canadian cy-
bersecurity officials. 

Relative to present-day threats to the power grid—severe 
weather, natural disasters, straightforward system failures (such 

as the 2003 Northeast blackout), or even ransomware attacks 
(e.g., the 2021 Colonial Pipeline attack), a quantum computer 
attack may seem remote. However, given the gravity of this fu-
ture threat evidenced by our analysis, we believe that the time to 
focus attention on this threat and develop a mitigation plan with 
national and even international dimensions is now.

Describing the quantum threat to our power grid as “apocalyp-
tic” may seem hyperbolic. However, as our recent experience 
with the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated, the impact 
of such “black swan” events on our complex and overly fragile 
modern infrastructure cannot be overestimated—nor could act-
ing to confront these challenges now be more timely.
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cyber-kinetic attack A cyberattack that causes physical dam-
age, injury, and/or death.

direct costs (in the context of this research) The econom-
ic impacts incurred by firms and economic agents during a 
power outage. These include lost sales revenue, decreased 
productivity, reduced consumption, stalled trade, and other 
obstructions in economic activity across sectors due to loss 
of reliable power.

direct GDP-at-risk In the context of the research described, 
the economic activity across sectors directly lost due to and 
during the hypothesized outage.

electromagnetic pulse (EMP) A short burst of electromag-
netic energy. 

GDP-at-risk In the context of this research, the total indirect 
and direct costs to GDP.

human machine interface (HMI) Hardware and software that 
allow a user to interact with a computer controller. The user’s 
inputs are translated into signals the computer can understand. 
HMIs can range from purely physical to on-screen dashboards.

HVT High-voltage transformers.

indirect costs (in the context of this research) Costs related 
to upstream and downstream losses of business and interrup-
tions to the economy due to an outage. These differ from direct 
costs in that they are incurred following the outage itself. 

indirect GDP-at-risk In the context of the research described, 
the total indirect costs to GDP of the hypothesized outage cal-
culated over ten years into the future following it. 

information technology (IT) The use of computers to store, an-
alyze, process, archive, and communicate data or information. 

internet-of-things (IoT) Devices and systems that are equipped 
with software, processing ability, and sensors and that connect 
and exchange data and information via the internet with other 
devices and systems. 

large power transformer (LPT) A power transformer with a 
maximum capacity rating of 100 MVA or higher. These are cus-
tom-designed, and their production entails significant capital 
expenditures and long lead times due to an intricate procure-
ment and manufacturing process.30 

operational technology (OT) The use of computer hardware 
and software to monitor and control physical processes, devic-
es, and parts of an infrastructure.

post-quantum cryptography (PQC) Encryption based on al-
gorithms able to withstand quantum intrusion.

production function The relationship between the outputs 
manufactured by an enterprise and the inputs required to do so. 
Given a specific level of inputs, this function gives the greatest 
quantity of output that could be produced.

programmable logic controller (PLC) A computer adapted 
specifically to control a process.

quantum computer A computer that exploits quantum me-
chanics in order to perform processing much more efficiently 
and more quickly than a conventional computer through use of 
such properties of quantum states as superposition (where two 
quantum states can be combined to create another quantum 
state) and entanglement (where members of a group become 
so intertangled that defining the quantum state of each inde-
pendently becomes impossible). 

quantum cryptography Encryption using quantum ran-
dom-number generation to produce the keys needed to de-
crypt encrypted material.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
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qubit A quantum bit. In quantum computing, the counterpart of 
a bit, which can be set to only 0 or 1. In contrast, a qubit can 
effectively be set to 0, 1, or 0 and 1.

recovery-profile function Shown graphically in Figure 2, the 
percent of the region without power as a function of time to 
recover based on calculation of the direct costs of the outage 
hypothesized in the study. 

remote terminal unit (RTU) A remote terminal unit is a micro-
processor-controlled electronic device that interfaces objects in 
the physical world to a distributed control system or SCADA 
system by transmitting telemetry data to a master system, and 
by using messages from the master supervisory system to con-
trol connected objects.

revenue-at-risk In the context of this research, the direct costs 
of an outage to utility companies in lost electricity sales within 
each electricity-consumer sector.

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) Ac-
cording to the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy, “SCADA systems are used to control dispersed assets 
where centralized data acquisition is as important as con-
trol. These systems are used in distribution systems such 
as water distribution and wastewater collection systems, oil 
and natural gas pipelines, electrical utility transmission and 
distribution systems, and rail and other public transportation 
systems.”

value of lost load (VoLL) The estimated amount that cus-
tomers receiving electricity would be willing to pay to avoid a 
disruption in their electricity service, i.e., the marginal increase 
in price a power recipient would be willing to pay to restore 
delivery of electricity.
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For the direct costs, we utilized both a modified accounting meth-
od to calculate lost revenue to power utility companies in the event 
of an attack or damage due to inclement weather and a modified 
production-function VoLL. Through incorporation of a restoration 
function, these methods, particularly the VoLL calculation, were 
modified to account for both the duration and scale of the outage.

Incorporating a restoration curve into our calculation of direct 
costs allowed us to account for nonlinear direct damage ef-
fects across time by multiplying the area under the restoration 
curve, i.e., outage-hours, by peak-hour demand in megawatts 
(MW) for the region’s three primary interconnections. These MW 
figures were obtained by forecasting the data series provided 
by the US Energy Information Agency31 (EIA) and the reliabil-
ity councils of the three primary interconnections to summer 
2025: the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC),32 
the Electricity Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT),33 and the 
North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC).34 This 
yields a new figure of electricity lost due to a hypothetical attack 
represented in megawatt-hours (MWh), or MWh-at-risk.

Direct costs for the attack were derived by multiplying MWh-
at-risk by the forecasted average price of electricity for Quarter 

3, 2025, and the VoLL. We forecasted the former based on 
data provided by the EIA via form EIA-861M35 and then used 
these forecasts to generate utility companies’ direct costs of 
lost electricity sales in each electricity consumer sector, or rev-
enue-at-risk. In the United States, electricity consumption is re-
ported for only three economic sectors: residential, industrial, 
and commercial.

For each electricity consumption sector for a given quarter, 
the VoLL can be derived by dividing the sector’s gross do-
mestic product (GDP) by its total electricity sales in MWhs. To 
calculate the VoLL, we utilized government data from the US 
Bureau of Economic Analysis36 (BEA) and EIA37 and then used 
these data to make forecasts for the third quarter of 2025. 
However, due to the EIA’s and BEA’s assumption that resi-
dential use of electricity is nonproductive, the average cost of 
electricity to that sector is used as a proxy for its VoLL, and 
the resulting value of the VoLL is represented in dollar per 
megawatt hour ($/MWh). Finally, multiplying the VoLL figure 
by the MWh-at-risk yields direct GDP-at-risk in dollars. The 
sum of these two figures—revenue-at-risk and direct GDP-
at-risk—yields the total direct costs to the economy for an 
electricity disruption.

APPENDIX. METHODOLOGY
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